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as the autumn leaves turn, and the icy winds begin to blow, the morning show guys bring you a new recording
of the classic fivesome song, "drive my car". duly inspired by the weather we have with us the boys, as they

knock out their jams in an intimate studio session, featuring morning show in-house producer shay smith. their
new album, t-shirt wars ii, marks their return to full band recordings after almost a decade of self-producing
their official albums. but it's no mere rehashing of their previous albums, thanks to a new-found focus on the
songwriting. some of the new songs are taken from their june rehearsals in the sunshine state, but four were
penned in massachusetts in the summer of 2013 after the band relocated back to the states and started up

their own entertainment company, and have made their way to the album. only one from the tour bus, but all
the rest written at home in the apartment they share with their brother. built from a vintage 1959 martin

acoustic guitar, the pretty reckless is a collection of original songs by handsome stranger, ryan montgomery.
the band formed from the ashes of southern rock outfit, the iron maidens. montgomery writes songs of all

genres, with a focus on original music. 1 deceiver 2 the bucket 3 burner 4 fire 5 tears of shame 6 man of shame
7 sooner or later a change in scenery, some new friends, an old fashioned love for the music…this is the life of a

vinyl aficionado. under the vinyl heel covers new releases from all genres of music: music, movies, media,
documentaries, music journalism, and more.
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from the 1990s comes the new album from british alternative rock band the sunshine underground, shallow
seas! the band's new album shallow seas - the band of life was produced by the sunshine underground and
features songs performed by the band. the album is now available on cd and vinyl and you can get your first

listen here! (>the album features a track with lyrics by neil gaiman, and also features artwork by alan kelly (the
artwork on the album is based on the original artwork for the song, "god for your sins" by baroness. now a
classic album that captures three of the best acoustic musicians in the world, black on black - recorded in

london - is a great collection of tunes. the album features grammy winner andres tejedor playing bass, one of
the most talented bassists around, and american vocalist/pianist/arranger/composer, dave pell, who has toured
and recorded with such artists as joni mitchell, jeff buckley, van morrison, norah jones and more. the album also
features two of the uk's most respected musicians in mike westbrook and nick moroch. the album is a must for
all lovers of piano-playing - a fantastic all-round album that includes six original compositions and six covers,
ranging from traditional to contemporary music. here are the most magical moments from the last time the
music world was shocked by the emergence of a singular musician: sun ra. ra's albums, recorded from the

1950s to the 1990s, have become cult classics among his fans, and at times, in a completely different way, his
music has influenced other artists to do their own "ra" thing. if you are familiar with anything by sun ra, from his
past albums to his live performances, i think you'll love these recordings. sketches of sun ra are a collection of
pieces that feature original compositions, live versions of those original pieces, and interpretations of classic ra

songs, all recorded by the artist himself in the late 1970s and early 1980s. you can hear ra's voice and the
incredible horn section on "dawn of space", "the sun ra arkestra" and the never-recorded "the elohim."
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